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Abstract: Coral reefs are in decline worldwide and monitoring activities are important for assessing
the impact of disturbance on reefs and tracking subsequent recovery or decline. Monitoring by
field surveys provides accurate data but at highly localised scales and so is not cost-effective for
reef scale monitoring at frequent time points. Remote sensing from satellites is an alternative and
complementary approach. While remote sensing cannot provide the level of detail and accuracy at
a single point than a field survey, the statistical power for inferring large scale patterns benefits in
having complete areal coverage. This review considers the state of the art of coral reef remote sensing
for the diverse range of objectives relevant for management, ranging from the composition of the
reef: physical extent, benthic cover, bathymetry, rugosity; to environmental parameters: sea surface
temperature, exposure, light, carbonate chemistry. In addition to updating previous reviews, here
we also consider the capability to go beyond basic maps of habitats or environmental variables, to
discuss concepts highly relevant to stakeholders, policy makers and public communication: such as
biodiversity, environmental threat and ecosystem services. A clear conclusion of the review is that
advances in both sensor technology and processing algorithms continue to drive forward remote
sensing capability for coral reef mapping, particularly with respect to spatial resolution of maps, and
synthesis across multiple data products. Both trends can be expected to continue.
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1. Introduction

Coral reefs are in decline worldwide [1–4]. By 2011 19% of reefs had been lost and 75% were
threatened [5,6]. This decline is a result of the combined effects of natural and anthropogenic threats
operating at both regional and global scales [5,6]. At the regional scale, human activities such as
coastal development, overexploitation and destructive fishing practices, pollution and runoff [6,7] have
triggered coral reef deterioration. Rising atmospheric carbon dioxide, through global warming and
ocean acidification, has already contributed to the degradation of these ecosystems and can exacerbate
regional stressors [8,9].

There is increasing awareness of the magnitude of threats facing coral reef ecosystems [6],
and monitoring activities have become important for assessing the impact of disturbance on reefs
and tracking subsequent recovery or decline. Several coral reef monitoring programs based on
field surveys have been developed to assess the status of coral reefs worldwide. These range
from global initiatives such as Reef Check (http://www.reefcheck.org) [10] and the CoralWatch
project (http://www.coralwatch.org), to regional initiatives including Coral Reef Degradation in
the Indian Ocean (CORDIO) (http://cordioea.net) [11], the Caribbean Coastal Marine Productivity
Program (CARICOMP) [12] and the Atlantic and Gulf Rapid Reef Assessment (AGRRA) Program
(http://www.agrra.org). Data from these programs supports efforts such as the Global Coral
Reef Monitoring Network, which from 1998–2008 provided biennial reports on the world status
of coral reefs [5,13–16]. In addition, long term trends have been elucidated by various meta-analyses
that combine disparate data sources [2,17,18]. However, in situ coral reef monitoring has several
caveats that restrict its use and the relevance of its outcomes. These are (1) cost-related: detailed,
continuous monitoring of coral reefs by field survey is expensive and substantial reef areas are located
in developing countries with limited resources; (2) scale-related: reefs are highly heterogeneous
systems [19,20] therefore even with sufficient resources monitoring programs provide scattered
information in time and space, with some areas being more intensively sampled than others and
less easily accessible areas are typically under-sampled; and (3) focus-related: most field monitoring
programs are focused on the state variables describing some of the biological components of the reef
system and are not linked explicitly to the identification of stressors or processes. Monitoring schemes
enable documentation of the decline or recovery of certain components of the system, but rarely permit
an investigation of the drivers of these changes, thereby creating an obstacle in translating scientific
information into decision making and mitigatory action [21,22].

The issue of inconsistency and lack of coordinated focus between localised surveys has been
identified [18] and efforts are underway towards defining global protocols for coral reef monitoring,
data collection and archiving [23]. The issue of scale remains a challenge for interpretation of field
survey data. Even the most comprehensive and well-conducted survey programs, such as that of
the Australian Institute of Marine Science Long-Term Monitoring Program [24] struggle with the
challenge that, for example, only a tiny fractional percentage of the 344,000 square kilometre area of
the Great Barrier Reef can be surveyed. The next generation of field surveys is likely to be autonomous,
towed or diver-operated camera surveys, such as the XL Catlin Seaview Survey [25] combined with
automatic image analysis [26]. The XL Catlin Seaview Survey is currently diver operated but is
researching ways to convert to autonomous systems, including low-altitude unmanned aerial vehicles.
These approaches may increase the scales achievable by field surveys and improve the capability for
standardisation. Nevertheless, given the physical scale and distribution of reefs on the planet, survey
techniques requiring human presence at the site will for economic reasons always be limited in scope
or temporal repeatability.
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Using remote sensing within a monitoring program potentially addresses many of the caveats
highlighted above. Remote sensing covers many technologies, from satellites to airborne sensors,
unmanned aerial systems, boat-based systems and autonomous underwater vehicles. In comparison
to the sampling of physical areas achievable by field survey, habitat mapping and environmental stress
assessment by remote sensing, especially by satellites, is highly cost-effective [27,28]. While mapping
reef composition from a satellite inherently cannot provide the level of accuracy and detail than could
a field survey at that same point, the statistical power for inferring large scale patterns benefits in
having complete areal coverage. Estimations of the statistical power of airborne data for mapping live
coral by Mumby et al. [29] implied that 20 s of airborne acquisition time were equal to 6 days of field
survey. Satellite data provides less detail than airborne data but is potentially even more cost-effective:
acquisition costs can be zero, so data processing becomes the main expenditure.

Remote sensing enables the simultaneous study of extensive reef areas for the assessment of
spatial patterns and can provide a high frequency of observation for the assessment of temporal
patterns [30]. Environmental monitoring programs targeted to reef scientists and managers use satellite
data to provide information on the environment around reef systems (e.g., the U.S. National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration’s Coral Reef Watch program, ReefTemp, the IMaRS observing
system). Most base their monitoring activities on sea surface temperature analyses, due to the large
impact this stress agent has had on coral reef systems during recent decades [8]. Products for ocean
colour, light, winds and ocean acidification are also available. Combining remote sensing datasets of
environmental factors with reef mapping potentially allows characterising physical and biological
linkages at large scales. Putative stressors can be evaluated in conjunction with biological responses
for the establishment of causative links (e.g., [31]). While the use of historical data allows retrospective
analyses, near-real-time information enables the assessment of present stress conditions, thereby
raising awareness of the potential changes to the ecosystem before they occur [32]. Furthermore, the
use of remote sensing data to initialise and track predictive models enables scientists to forecast the
future conditions of the reef and to take appropriate measures to minimise damage.

In this review we evaluate the current state of the art of satellite remote sensing capabilities with
the potential to support the monitoring and management of coral reef ecosystems. Airborne systems
and boat-based sonar are also relevant and will be mentioned. The detail that hyperspectral airborne
systems provide can be indicative of potential future satellite capability. Use of boat-based sonar is
well established and frequently associated or combined with satellite data acquisitions. The aim of the
review is to provide an in-depth reference to reef researchers and managers that complements and
updates previously published reviews from five and ten years ago [33,34]. In addition to the scope of
those previous reviews, here we also consider the capability to go beyond basic maps of habitats or
environmental variables, to discuss concepts highly relevant to stakeholders, policy makers and public
communication: such as biodiversity, environmental threat and ecosystem services. This kind of work
is key to the on-going synergy between remote sensing, reef ecology and conservation.

The following has been divided into three sections: the first discusses remote sensing technologies
for mapping or quantifying reef extent, composition and structure; the second section discusses
environmental monitoring; technologies for evaluating the physical environment on or near reef
locations; and the final section discusses combining and converting these basic products into key
parameters of reef ecology and conservation.

2. Habitat and Reef Structure Mapping

This section discusses methods that provide information on the coral reefs themselves: extent;
reef type; geomorphic zonation; benthic and substrate community composition; specific cover types;
quantitative cover; and three dimensional reef structure (Figure 1 ([35,36]), Table 1). This kind of
information is essential for management; maps of resources and the location of critical habitats and
biotopes are the baseline for a management plan, especially when using spatial analysis tools such
as Marxan [37] (see Section 4). Habitat mapping is often created with optical passive remote sensing,
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integrated with field data for calibration and validation. Many different data sources and analysis
techniques have been applied: this section reviews those efforts to summarise what has been achieved,
the current state-of-the art, and the fundamental limitations. The first sub-section presents an overview
of available image data and how this relates to mapping objectives. The following sub-sections give
details on specific objectives such as benthic mapping, bathymetry and terrestrial factors associated
with reefs.
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mapping which can only make use of the visible (i.e., water penetrating) wavelengths, approx. 400 to 
740 nm. So while “hyperspectral” typically means an instrument with in excess of 100 bands often 
only a subset of these will be useable. In addition to wavelength characteristics imagery can be further 
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proportion to data cost and processing effort: geomorphic mapping is possible with freely available 
Landsat data and off the shelf software, whereas the highest level of habitat or benthic type mapping 
requires airborne hyperspectral data and for some techniques custom processing. 
  

Figure 1. Spatial and temporal scales of coral reef mapping and monitoring application in relation
to the pixel size and temporal frequency of commercially available airborne and satellite image data
(source [35,36]).

2.1. Technologies, Achievable Level of Detail and Limitations

Remote sensing imagery in the visible wavelengths is commonly used to perform mapping on
coral reefs, utilising multispectral data (less than 10 broad wavelength bands) or hyperspectral (more
than 10 narrow bands), acquired by airborne or satellite based sensors [34]. The terms “multispectral”
and “hyperspectral” are not precisely defined and the definition is further complicated for benthic
mapping which can only make use of the visible (i.e., water penetrating) wavelengths, approx.
400 to 740 nm. So while “hyperspectral” typically means an instrument with in excess of 100 bands
often only a subset of these will be useable. In addition to wavelength characteristics imagery can be
further divided by spatial resolution into very high (pixels less than 1 m), high (1–10 m), moderate
(10–100 m) and low (100–1000 m). Higher spatial resolution imagery typically covers a small spatial
extent, e.g., less than 100 km2 as opposed to 10,000s of km2 covered by moderate and low spatial
resolutions (Figure 2).

The spatial and spectral resolutions both contribute to what can be discriminated in a mapping
objective, so that dependent on the instrument used, various levels of “descriptive resolution” [38]
can be derived, from geomorphic zones (e.g., fore reef, reef crest) [39] to benthic community cover
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(e.g., coral on reef matrix, algae and coral on rubble) [40–42] and in some cases benthic type
(e.g., branching coral, brown algae) [29,43,44] (Figure 1). The level of detail achievable is typically in
proportion to data cost and processing effort: geomorphic mapping is possible with freely available
Landsat data and off the shelf software, whereas the highest level of habitat or benthic type mapping
requires airborne hyperspectral data and for some techniques custom processing.

Table 1. Available remote sensing technologies for coral reef mapping.

Objective and Sensor Feasibility Considerations Caveats and Limitations

Reef Extent

High and moderate
resolution satellites,
airborne sensors

Routinely possible

Spatial heterogeneity at
the location determines
the spatial resolution of
the sensor to use

Rugosity

Boat and airborne active
remote sensors Routinely possible

Depth, turbidity and
spatial heterogeneity at
the location determine
the acoustic method
(laser, sound) to use

Maps have to be generated by
interpolating between tracks,
producing inaccurate results if
there are large gaps within
the dataset

Coral vs. macroalgae

Hyperspectral
airborne sensors

Demonstrated in
limited cases only

Water column
attenuation, presence of
spectrally similar
components and spatial
heterogeneity at the
location determine the
feasibility of the method

Spectral mixing makes the
quantification of cover not
routinely possible at this time

Coral mortality

Hyperspectral
airborne sensors

Demonstrated in
limited cases only

Water column
attenuation and spatial
heterogeneity at the
location determine the
feasibility of the method.

Only mass mortalities can
be detected.

Coral bleaching

Multispectral and
hyperspectral airborne
and satellite sensors

Demonstrated in
theory and limited
cases only

Water column
attenuation and spatial
heterogeneity at the
location determine the
feasibility of the method.
Spectral confusion with
sand should be avoided
by comparison with a
previous image for the
same location

Spectral discrimination of
various bleaching intensities is
not feasible. Unless mass
bleaching has occurred in a
location, bleaching
assessments using satellite
imagery are not feasible

Bathymetry

Hyperspectral airborne
and high resolution
satellite sensors, acoustic
and LIDAR.

Routinely possible

Processing optical
imagery may be quite
involved for the
best methods

Accuracy from optical data is
limited by depth and water
turbidity. Acoustic methods
require interpolation
between tracks.
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[52,53]. 
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Figure 2. The different spatial dimensions of remote sensing data for an image of Heron Reef, Australia.
Images (a–d) show the effects of progressively larger pixel sizes for a 1.5 km long section of Heron Reef,
Southern Great Barrier Reef, Australia; Images (e–g) show different image extents; starting at Heron
Reef (e) and moving to the entire Great Barrier Reef (h); Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometers
(AVHRR) imagery provides information at oceanographic scale (modified from [36]).

Since reefs cover areas of tens to hundreds of square kilometres, mapping reef extent through
remote sensing technologies is most cost effective by moderate resolution satellites (pixel sizes 10 to
30 m). The Landsat series of sensors have been used for data acquisition on coral reefs since 1984,
and therefore have the advantage of a long time series archive. Landsat has been used to produce
a comprehensive inventory of reef structures around the globe [45]. The Sentinel 2 MSI sensor will
provide similar data to Landsat 8, but a spatial resolution of 10 m in some bands may offer improved
capability for coral reef mapping [46] (at the time of writing Sentinel 2 has been launched but images
are not yet generally available). In particular, Landsat 8 and Sentinel 2 data is freely available.

Mapping localised reefs can benefit from high resolution satellite data (pixel sizes less than 10 m),
options for which have proliferated in recent years: Ikonos, GeoEye, Quickbird, WorldView 2 and
3, and Pleiades, having pixels sizes from 1.8 to 4 m. These commercially operated data sources
can be expensive for large areas but have become increasingly popular choice for habitat level
mapping [32,47–50]. This is in part due to the improved visibility of these products through platforms
such as Google Earth® or the data providers’ online search systems. Airborne data acquisition
from aeroplanes (and increasingly unmanned aerial systems [51]) offers the highest possible spatial
resolution, potentially sub-meter pixels, and typically hyperspectral cameras are deployed, giving
a high level of information for classification. However the resulting datasets are voluminous even
when covering comparatively small areas. Processing is not straightforward, requiring stitching of
multiple acquisitions collected with variable geometry and illumination conditions. Nevertheless some
large scale mapping exercises for areas of 600 km2 or more have been achieved with high resolution
data [52,53].

At the highest end of the spectrum of “descriptive resolution” [38], are individual biotypes, such
as remote sensing of live coral cover, coral bleaching and coral mortality. These kinds of objectives
have only been demonstrated in limited cases covering relatively small extents of reef and cannot
be considered generally possible [29,43,44,54]. Mumby et al. [29] showed that hyperspectral imagery
was capable of detecting dead versus live corals after a mass bleaching event in 3 m depth where
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coral density was high and spectrally similar brown macrophytes were absent. Hamylton [44] has
demonstrated separation of live and dead coral in a Red Sea site with limited coral diversity and
reef structure. Similarly, Riegl and Purkis [55] were able to differentiate between live and dead coral
using Ikonos imagery in an area of greater than 50% coral cover but not in deep or heterogeneous
reefs. Modelling studies confirm spectral confusion in heterogeneous or deep areas is a limiting
factor for coral cover mapping [56], and the transferability of published successes should always be
critically assessed.

For all objectives to be addressed with remote sensing imagery the environmental conditions
at the moment of image capture are limiting factors, e.g., water clarity, surface roughness, water
depth. For some of these factors, pre-processing of the remote sensing imagery can improve the
potential for deriving biophysical properties, and the results will depend on the effort invested in these
steps. Necessary pre-processing steps may include image radiometric, atmospheric and geometric
correction [57]; sun glint correction [58,59], application of depth invariant bands and correction for
air water interface [60–62]. All of these pre-processing techniques become challenging to apply
consistently at large scales. Further, there is an upper limit to what can be achieved: the mixed
composition of reefs at sub-metre scales and spectral and structural diversity of the benthos introduces
fundamental uncertainties in the relationship between benthic cover and above water reflectance [56].
The composition of the reef itself is therefore a factor that can limit achievable mapping accuracies [63],
for example, mapping live coral would be more achievable on a reef dominated by massive colonies
with no macroalgae than on a more compositionally diverse reef [29]. The environmental context of the
reef also influences the accuracy of the classification, with deeper, more turbid areas creating higher
uncertainties for benthic mapping [56,64]. When using habitat maps for management activities such as
marine spatial planning, these limitations can be taken into account by including explicit information
on the accuracy of the features into the planning process [65].

2.2. Field Data for Calibration and Accuracy Assessment

In all mapping techniques there is a need for associated calibration and validation methods [65–69].
A variety of approaches can be used for the collection of field survey data that can then be used for the
calibration of the mapping process or accuracy assessment of the maps produced. These data collection
methods include: local knowledge [70]; expert knowledge [45]; spot checks [71–73]; manta tows [40];
transects [74]; quadrat surveys [49,75]; aerial photography [76]; and photo or video transects [62,77], see
also the review in [65]. Which field survey approach to use is a trade-off between the validity, statistical
power, available resources and overall cost of the field data collection. The sampling design needs to
be developed with these considerations in mind and should include: sample method, sample unit,
number of samples, spatial distribution of samples with respect to the data they are likely to contain.
See references [67,68] for a discussion of accuracy assessment in general terms, and reference [65] for
interpretation in a coral reef context. Useful in situ data not only includes direct information on the
composition and abundance of benthic and substrate cover type, but also auxiliary data such as spectral
reflectance characteristics of endmembers making up the bottom surface above-water reflectances.
Such data can be useful for intermediate validation or quality checking; for atmospheric corrections for
example. Data on environmental conditions is also useful, such as temperature, currents and optical
water column properties such as backscatter and attenuation. When considering the application of a
specific analysis to coral reef imagery, the availability of the required in situ data should be considered.
In particular, final accuracy assessment may be limited by the lack of suitable in situ data. The maps
may be accurate, but lack of validation data or data with inappropriate structure (e.g., bottom type
classification) may mean that the accuracy cannot be proven.

2.3. Categorical Habitat Mapping

This section discusses the objective of spatially mapping habitat classes by methods where
the relationship between the remotely sensed data and the habitat class is largely characterised by
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in situ training or calibration data. The term habitat is in general not clearly defined; habitat definitions
are subjective and, depending on which activity leads the definition, may relate to interpretation by
ecologists or what can be distinguished in a remote sensing data set. A habitat may be defined by
geomorphology, geology, biotic composition or even geological history [78]. Nevertheless habitats are
the most practical level of description for coral reef mapping, since the scale of habitats are usually
greater than that of image pixels, whereas the basic components of a habitat (e.g., corals, algae, rubble)
frequently are at sub-pixel scales.

Several empirical habitat mapping approaches have been used to create coral reef habitat maps
of reefs at different descriptive resolutions. Aerial photography is still of use for producing maps of
benthic community by manually delineating polygons [79]. Given that cameras are now digital there
is a convergence between remote sensing imagery and photography, algorithms such as classification
can be applied to photographs [80]. Similarly, manual delineation can be an efficient way of delimiting
geomorphic zones in medium spatial resolution multi-spectral satellite imagery, as was done in
the Millennium Coral Reef Habitat Mapping Project [45]. Pixel based classification of multi or
hyper-spectral imagery is straightforward to conduct using standard software functions when the area
of interest is within a single image [49,77,81]. Mosaicking of multiple images is more challenging since
radiometric normalisation or some kind of post-classification alignment is required. The classification
method can be supervised: where the classification is guided by being told what certain locations
are; or, unsupervised: where the algorithm automatically delimits classes and the operator ascribes
meaning to each class afterwards [38]. Instead of using generic classification algorithms, another
approach is to develop specific criteria for classification based on band ratios or derivatives. The
wavelength bands and criteria that might be useful for discriminating reef bottom types has been much
discussed in literature [82,83], while some practical demonstrations with remotely sensed imagery
have been made [29], it is not the case that any specific spectral features have become widely adopted
across multiple studies. Custom classification criteria therefore remain rather ad-hoc and restricted to
single studies.

A relatively new approach to create habitat maps is to apply Geospatial Object Based Image
Analysis (GEOBIA, or simply OBIA, Figure 3) to high spatial resolution imagery. Object based analysis
does not only consider the spectral reflectance (colour) of each pixel, but also the texture, location,
shape of groups of pixels, and also optionally the relationship to externally derived environmental
factors, such as depth or exposure [84,85]. Object based analysis contains two steps: (1) segmentation
and (2) classification of the segments. The segmentation process determines the size, shape and
number of segments to which image pixels are grouped, which depends on the required spatial
mapping detail. Segments are then assigned a class through membership rules based on colour, texture,
shape, size, position and relation to the environmental properties map of the area. While a commonly
used approach in terrestrial environments, publications of the application of GEOBIA in coral reef
environments are increasing in recent years. Early applications were for seagrass cover [86] and
coral reef cover type [40], Promising results have been shown in applying OBIA in various coral reef
environments to create habitat mapping at various spatial scales e.g., reef scale, geomorphic zones, and
benthic community scales [87] and recent work on seagrass mapping has developed semi-automated
OBIA for time series analysis [88]. An example of OBIA based benthic mapping using hyperspectral
data is given by Zhang et al. [89]. Compared to per-pixel classification, the key advantages of object
based analysis are the potential to combine biophysical and location information with remote sensing
imagery, the ability to use spatial patterns as information, and the efficient creation of thematic maps
at various hierarchal levels.

Finally, a recent paper by Zhang [90] applies “data fusion” to combine hyperspectral data,
aerial photography and bathymetry data, which are then applied in an ensemble analysis of three
classification algorithms for coral reef benthic mapping. With the ever-increasing availability of
remote sensing data from different sources, future developments may well see increased use of data
fusion techniques.
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Figure 3. Examples of remote sensing products for an area of reef south of Heron Island (Southern Great
Barrier Reef): (a) derived from high spatial resolution imagery and field data; (b) where geomorphic
zonation; (c) benthic community; (d) benthic cover type were derived using object based image
analysis [87] and (e) water depth derived from model inversion analysis of hyperspectral CASI
imagery [91].

2.4. Quantitative Benthic Mapping

The previous section described categorical mapping approaches, however some studies have
demonstrated quantitative mapping of a continuous benthic parameter such as live coral cover [92],
seagrass standing crop [93] or seagrass biomass [94,95]. In these examples the analysis was based
on the correlation between image bands (or combinations of bands) and field data on the parameter
of interest. This kind of approach is potentially straightforward if in situ data can be obtained and
accurately located in the image. However, the interaction between the spatial resolution of data, spatial
scale of in situ surveys and accuracy of geo-location continues to present challenges. This can be a
problem for establishing the regression model and for accuracy assessment [94]. Quantitative maps
can also be produced by methods based on radiative transfer models, in principle these do not require
collection of in situ calibration data. These methods are discussed in the Bathymetry and Rugosity
section (Section 2.6), below.

2.5. Coral Bleaching and Change Detection

Detecting changes in habitat or coral bleaching (the stress-induced expulsion of the symbiotic
microalgae from the coral host) are similar objectives in that they require spatially aligning two or
more images and identifying regions of change, which must at the very least be apparent as a change
of colour or brightness in the co-located image pixels.

When discussing “coral bleaching” it is important to disambiguate the process of bleaching from
the perceived effect of loss of pigmentation. The whitening effect of bleaching is not in proportion
to relative symbiont loss [96], and various colourations [8] and spatial mixing [97], mean that optical
techniques may underestimate the incidence observed in the field, and certainly underestimate the
activity of the process [98,99]. A single time point exercise in mapping bleaching would be limited by
spectral confusion between bleached coral and sand, image differencing after radiometric normalisation
offers the most promise for bleaching detection [54,100]. Image comparison requires good spatial
registration of imagery, and since this registration cannot be assessed at sub-pixel scales only events
greater than one pixel in size can be reliably assessed. To detect the colour changes due to bleaching,
images are normalised (essentially values are re-scaled) to remove differences due to the atmosphere,
solar and view angles, etc. Various methods utilising Pseudo-Invariant Features (PIFs) have been
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proposed [54,100,101], and the choice of these features may be important for accuracy [101]. Sediment
resuspension events may also confound reliable bleaching detection by cross-image comparison.
Bleaching detection also requires temporal availability of data that can be compromised by cloud and
sea state. In conclusion, while under certain circumstances bleaching detection by satellite data is a
realistic objective, many practical considerations mean that routine monitoring for bleaching events
is challenging.

Change detection or time series analysis has many of the same practical considerations as
bleaching detection. Due to long-term free data availability Landsat has been used in the majority
of change detection analyses, and coral habitat decline over long time scales has been detectable
(e.g., 18 years [102]). Changes in the extent of seagrass areas are relatively easily detected since the
beds are typically clearly delimited and can occur on large scales [88,103,104] (Figure 4). Detecting
changes in coral and algae is more challenging due to their spectral similarity and the complexity of
the reef composition [103]. To ensure image classifications from different time points are comparable,
careful pre-processing is required: use of Pseudo-Invariant Features is common to radiometrically
align images [102,105]. Spatial mis-registration between individual time series images and also
between imagery and field data, or variation between mapping methods, also limit the consistency
of time series habitat maps [106]. However visual interpretation is a powerful and reliable tool for
change detection, the majority of sensors providing regular revisit times are multispectral (Landsat,
Sentinel 2), so RGB composites capture most of the information present. Knudby et al. [103] showed that
classification offered little advantage over visual interpretation of changes, and required substantially
more processing effort for little benefit.
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Figure 4. Example of time series analysis for thematic seagrass cover maps for Eastern Banks, Moreton
Bay, East coast Australia, derived from twenty two Landsat satellite images on annual basis from
1988–2010. The time series analysis products include maps representing: (a) Extent of maximum and
(b) minimum seagrass cover level; (c) Cumulative seagrass cover level and (d) seagrass cover level
persistence over time (measure of the amount of variation from the most frequently occurring pixel,
analogous to standard deviation) [104].
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2.6. Bathymetry and Rugosity

Maps of reef bathymetry are a useful resource not only for characterising the site and field survey
planning, but also for bio-physical modelling, such as currents, thermal transfer and wave energy
exposure estimates [107]. Maps of bathymetry can be derived from boat-based sonar or echo-sounders,
airborne LIDAR systems, or estimated from optical multispectral or hyperspectral imagery.

Boat-based sonar based systems can offer the advantage of providing not only bathymetry but
bottom type characteristics. Acoustic Ground Discrimination Systems (AGDS) allow classification
of sea floor features such as sediment hardness, sediment grain size, compaction of sediment, and
roughness of terrain, based on the shape and strength of echoes generated [108,109]. Topographic
complexity of reef areas has been determined by acoustic echo sounder surveys [109–111].
Distinguishing microhabitats based on their physical features using AGDS, and establishing the
effectiveness of measured features to act as surrogate measures of diversity and abundance of
juvenile reef fish, can provide information critical for marine resource management [112–114]. In
coral reefs, the most important aspects of structural complexity are rugosity, hard substrate, and
refuge availability [115], the first two factors can be derived using acoustic techniques. Several studies
have shown that combining acoustic and optical remotely sensed data can improve the accuracy of
classifications of reef habitats [55,116–118]. One of the main disadvantages of sonar is the difficulty of
surveying or traversing very shallow waters that the boat cannot safely access: typically less than 3 to
5 m, although the exact limiting depth depends on the type of sensor and survey vessel. Characterising
the reef crest or shallow reef flats by these methods may not be possible, or at best will be hampered
by tide and sea state.

Like acoustic techniques, airborne LIDAR systems have been used to quantify the topographic
complexity in coral reef ecosystems [119,120]. In a comparison of in situ and LIDAR derived
rugosity [121] in situ measured rugosity was a good explanatory parameter of fish assemblage structure
while the LIDAR based rugosity showed the same pattern but a weaker relationship. This underlines
the key trade-off for remote sensing techniques: assessment of larger scales but with less precision at a
point than with in situ surveys. Costa et al. [122] compared the ability of airborne laser and boat-based
acoustic technologies to describe shallow reef seafloor topography: both tools were equally capable of
discriminating different categories in the seabed topography, but the airborne laser technologies were
more time and cost-effective. The characteristics of the study location need to be considered when
choosing between the two methods: acoustic sensors collect more spatially detailed data, but they
cannot be used in shallow areas. On the other hand, the penetration of laser sensors is inhibited in
deep and turbid waters [109,121].

Bathymetry can be estimated from multispectral or hyperspectral imagery, the highest accuracy is
obtainable under the clearest water conditions and with minimal surface sun-glint. Maximum reliable
depth estimates can be 20 m, but 10 m is a more realistic aim. In turbid coastal areas, maximum
reliable depth may be a metre or less: where the bottom cannot be seen the depth is unknown. Until
recently the most common techniques for satellite derived bathymetry were regression approaches,
where a logarithmic transform of band pairs is regressed against known depths over consistent bottom
types [123–125]. These methods suffer from several drawbacks: (1) requirement of in situ depth
data; (2) assumption of constant water conditions across the site; (3) sensitivity to bottom reflectance;
(4) only using two bands does not exploit all the information in multi- or hyperspectral imagery. In
general the accuracy of these methods is considered low compared to the use of active remote sensing
approaches such as sonar or LIDAR, however they are very cost effective over large areas and adequate
for some applications.

A comparatively new approach for analysis of optical remote sensing data from shallow-water
regions is that of physics-based inversion methods [126]. In these approaches a radiative transfer
model is developed that simulates the spectral remote sensing reflectance dependent on water depth,
optical properties (e.g., dissolved organic matter and phytoplankton concentrations) and bottom type.
An inversion procedure is applied to deduce which set of input parameters produces the closest match
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to the image reflectance in each pixel; using successive approximation or look-up tables [43,91,127–129].
By this method all model input parameters are estimated at every pixel. These methods are therefore
not reliant on an in situ calibration dataset, while such information is always useful it is possible
to apply physics based methods with no site-specific in situ data at all. The majority of published
studies are based on the model developed by Lee et al. [130,131] which in turn was developed by
reference to the radiative transfer model HydroLight [132]; which has also been used directly in
model inversion applications [127,133]. Therefore currently all physics-based inversion methods
are at their core very similar and reported differences in performance [126] are due to details in the
application. One disadvantage of physics-based methods is that imagery must be radiometrically
accurate, i.e., in units of reflectance, and atmospherically corrected. Atmospheric corrections over
shallow waters are non-trivial and off the shelf solutions give mixed performance [134]. While these
methods estimate bathymetry, bottom type, and water column optical properties simultaneously
not all parameters are equally reliable. One advantage of these methods is that they are amenable
to numerical uncertainty propagation, providing error bars on all estimated parameters at every
pixel [46,135]. Bathymetry estimates are quite robust largely because the absorption by pure water
in itself has a very strong gradient from the blue to red wavelengths [91,127]. Bathymetry can be
estimated with good accuracy using model inversion on multispectral data and, given suitable model
parameterisation, is not as sensitive to bottom type as with regression methods. The utility of mapping
bottom type with physics-based methods has yet to be fully developed, while some studies have
focused on this application [43,128,133,136] habitat classification methodologies (Section 2.3) remain
the primary applied methods for bottom type mapping.

2.7. Related Terrestrial Environments, Coastal Development and Human Activities

The number of people in a given area is one of the most quoted causes of decline of ecosystem
health, with higher human densities leading to higher levels of influence on nature [137]. Coastal
development, the transformation of natural coastal areas to build human settlements, produces a
physical change to the landscape through the destruction of coastal ecosystems and the modification
of the shoreline [138]. These alterations can affect natural ocean circulation patterns, runoff, erosion
and sedimentation processes, reduce the availability of nursery areas for coral reef inhabitants and
adversely affect the function of coral reef ecosystems [139,140].

Coastal development is frequently associated with changes in land use and the clearing of
natural coastal ecosystems [139]. Land cover mapping is one of the earliest applications of remote
sensing technology, and can be achieved using optical instruments across the range of available spatial
resolutions, from detailed airborne imagery to low resolution data, according to the required area of
observation and the purposes of the study (see reviews by Cihlar [141] and Franklin and Wulder [142]).
The quantification of changes in cover classes for the description of anthropogenic trends is also a
well-researched topic (see reviews by Gillanders et al. [143] and Lu et al. [144]). These techniques have
been used in coastal areas to assess urban development [145], coastline changes [146] and mangrove
clearance [147], enabling the quantification of the human impact on coastal ecosystems. Mangroves in
particular are important associated environments to coral reefs, providing nursery grounds for reef
fish [140], and are the subject of ongoing research in remote sensing methodologies [148]. Habitat
maps also provide the basis for calculating indexes of inter-habitat connectivity [149] that are useful
for a range of ecological and conservation questions.

Overfishing is one of the main causes of reef degradation at a local scale. Destructive fishing
practices cause substantial structural damage to coral reef habitats [139]. Fishing results in a
decrease in fish abundance, fish size and ultimately in changes in species composition within reef
communities [138]. Overfishing of herbivorous fishes can promote the degradation of reef communities
by promoting the growth of algae, which can out-compete corals and inhibit the settlement of coral
recruits [150,151]. Although overfishing cannot be directly assessed via remote sensing, it may be
possible to relate fishing pressure to quantifiable characteristics of fishing settlements, including
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the distance to the reef, access to neighbouring markets and available electrical power. Increased
proximity to fishing grounds improves the cost-effectiveness of the fishing procedure, while improved
accessibility to fish markets (via more and better roads) increases the ability to sell the catch [152,153].
Additionally, electrical power facilitates the storage of fish [7]. Wave exposure, measurable from
remotely sensed wind and configuration of the coastline [154] also determines site accessibility and
fishing pressure, particularly for small vessels [155]. All these elements can be assessed using remotely
sensed imagery and GIS techniques. Reefs, fishing settlements and roads can be mapped using
high and moderate resolution remote sensing [45,141]. Electricity use can be measured as the area
illuminated by lights as quantified from satellite images taken at night, and this has been used as a
proxy for population distribution and the level of economic development [7,137,156] and to measure
anthropogenic indirect impacts on reefs [157]. However, these proxies need to be considered carefully
as recent studies have shown that other variables such as the socioeconomic level of the settlement
can be more important in determining the levels of extracted fish biomass in locations subjected to
fishing [158].

Finally, remote sensing may be used to monitor seascape features that may correlate with fishing
pressure. For example, the fear of predators leads to grazing “halos” where herbivorous fish stay close
to patch reefs, overexploitation of predators could lead to fishes grazing further from reefs and creating
wider or less distinct halos [159].

3. Environmental Products

The state of a coral reef is highly dependent on its physical environment: temperature, light,
water chemistry and water movement have direct effects on coral survival, whereas those and other
factors such as waves interact and act indirectly on reef biota. Remote sensing can both establish
the climatology of the physical environment, defining tolerance ranges, and also identify anomalous
conditions outside those tolerances which may correspond to environmental stress. One important
distinction from the previous section in habitat mapping is that the spatial resolution of sensors
typically used for oceanographic environmental parameters are one or two orders of magnitude
lower than those available for benthic mapping, so the term “high resolution” in the context of sea
surface temperature may mean pixels of size 4 km. This section discusses some of the key physical
environmental factors that are assessable by remote sensing and their application to reef monitoring
and management, including sea surface temperature, light, wave exposure, ocean colour and carbonate
chemistry (Table 2).

3.1. Sea Surface Temperature (SST)

The causative link between increased temperatures and mass coral bleaching was established in
the 1990s [160]. Corals and their symbionts experience seasonal temperature ranges that define their
tolerance thresholds and thus their response to temperature extremes [161–163]. Thermal stress occurs
when corals are exposed to prolonged above-normal temperatures, where the level of stress depends
on the absolute temperature, the rate of change, and length of exposure [8]. The frequency of mass
coral bleaching events due to elevated temperatures has increased since the late 1970s, with the worst
events to date being: the 1982–1983 event in the eastern tropical Pacific, Caribbean, and potentially
other places around the world [164,165]; the 1997/98 global bleaching event [98,166]; the 2005 event in
the Caribbean [33,167]; and the global bleaching event in 2010 [168–171]. Another global bleaching
event has been reported during the writing of this paper (including Hawaii, October 2015, Figure 5).
The frequency and intensity of coral bleaching is likely to increase in the next few decades [161,172], so
that coral bleaching is expected to become increasingly common on reefs, with half of the world’s reefs
projected to experience annual bleaching by 2040 under a “business as usual” emissions scenario [173].
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Table 2. Capability for evaluation of environmental factors by remote sensing.

Objective/Proxy Association Sensor or Technology Considerations

Photic depth

Estimation of water
attenuation (Kd) high Ocean colour and multispectral

moderate and high resolution satellites

Newer methods improve on the
limitations of standard ocean
colour algorithms in shallow
coastal waters

Sedimentation

Turbidity medium Ocean colour and multispectral
moderate and high resolution satellites

Seafloor reflectance in shallow
waters limits the quantification of
in-water constituents

Pollution

Turbidity low Ocean colour and multispectral
moderate and high resolution satellites

Direct quantification of pollutants
is not feasible using remote
sensing. Turbidity monitoring
offers a proxy for the assessment
of pollutant pathways

Algal blooms low Ocean colour satellites
Algal blooms, often triggered by
pollution enrichment, can help
pinpoint polluted areas

Exposure

Wind energy and
bathymetry medium Satellite scatterometers for wind

(see Table 1 for bathymetry)

Calculation of wave energy can be
done by simple calculations or a
full numerical model

Coastal development

Changes in land use high Multispectral high and moderate
resolution satellites, airborne sensors

Changes in land use resulting in
the loss of habitats and the
modification of coastlines is a
good proxy for the quantification
of coastal development

Overfishing

Distance to reef-fishing
settlements,
accessibility

low Airborne remote sensors, multispectral
high resolution satellites

Settlements located near to reefs
are more likely to exploit their
resources, while accessibility
(number and quality of roads)
improve the distribution of the
catch and stimulate its increase

Electrical power
(night time
illumination)

low Spatially low resolution radiometers

Areas with higher electrical power
are more likely to have the
appropriate storage systems that
support larger fisheries

Thermal stress

Sea surface temperature high Spatially low resolution radiometers

The only stress variable that can
be directly measured using remote
sensing. Proven to be useful in the
forecasting of bleaching events
and hindcasting of bleaching
severity

Ocean acidification

Sea surface temperature low Spatially low resolution radiometers

Together with in situ datasets can
be used to model the effects of
increased CO2 concentrations in
water chemistry

Of all the stressors affecting coral reef ecosystems, temperature is the one that can be measured
the most directly by remote sensing, in the form of sea surface temperature (SST). Instruments
on polar- and geostationary-orbit satellites, such as the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s (NOAA) Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometers (AVHRR), can provide
near real-time observations of SST around the globe. A number of different coral reef thermal
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stress indices from sea surface temperature (SST) data have been developed, these indices relate
bleaching incidence and severity to: (1) absolute values of sea surface temperature; (2) overall averages
related to thresholds derived from the summer maximum or warmest monthly average temperature;
(3) magnitude of temperature anomalies; (4) the duration of temperature anomalies; (5) the sum of
temperature anomalies over time; or (6) rates of change of temperature. Although all the different
metrics have proven to be useful for the prediction of bleaching in certain locations and times, a full
cross-comparison of their efficacy is lacking [162,174]. Note that satellite instruments measure SST from
the top few millimeters of the water column at most (dependent on the sensor used) so the implicit
assumption of all these studies is that the surface temperature metrics provide useful environmental
information with respect to corals that typically live metres to tens of metres below the surface.

The only global and most mature set of SST products for coral reef management are those of
NOAA’s Coral Reef Watch program (CRW), which have been developed since the 1990s and are freely
available online (http://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov) (Figure 5). The “heritage” Decision Support System
(DSS) consists of near real-time products [175] that were developed based on earlier analyses of satellite
and in situ SST data published in several papers from 1994 to 2000 [176–179]. Heritage products are
produced at 0.5˝ spatial resolution (approximately 50 km) and updated twice each week. Spatial
products include night-time SSTs, their anomalies (HotSpots), accumulated anomalies (Degree Heating
Weeks), and a bleaching alert area product. These are augmented with data and images for specific
reef locations across the world that are provided as time series and linked to an automated email alert
system to subscribers when coral reefs in the vicinity are at risk for bleaching.
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Figure 5. Examples of the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Coral
Reef Watch products for 12 October 2015, a time at which coral bleaching has been reported in Hawaii.
(a) Sea Surface Temperature; (b) Sea Surface Temperature Anomaly; (c) HotSpot; and (d) Degree
Heating Weeks.

The CRW suite includes two products specifically designed to identify temperature conditions
linked to coral bleaching. The Coral Bleaching HotSpots product is the positive anomaly of
temperatures exceeding the maximum monthly mean (MMM) from SST climatology for each pixel and
identifies regions that are currently undergoing thermal stress [178]. The algorithm is based on the
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“ocean hot spots” concept introduced by Goreau and Hayes [180] using analyses by Atwood et al. [181]
and experiments by Glynn and D’Croz [160]. The response of corals to the cumulative thermal stress
to which they are exposed is captured by the Degree Heating Weeks (DHW) product that accumulates
the HotSpot values equal to or greater than 1 ˝C in each pixel over a 12-week period [182,183]; the
threshold of 1 ˝C above the MMM was established by Glynn and D’Croz [160] and Atwood et al. [181].
Significant coral bleaching is expected to occur 1–3 weeks after reefs begin to experience DHW values
of 4 ˝C-weeks or greater. Mass bleaching and the onset of coral mortality are expected after reefs
experience DHW values greater than 8 ˝C-weeks.

Recently, a 5 km, daily-updated Decision Support System (DSS) was launched [184], with further
products subsequently added [184]. The 5 km SST is derived using full-resolution data from multiple
POES and Geostationary Orbiting Environmental Satellites (GOES) instruments: an order of magnitude
more input data than the heritage DSS. Qualitative analysis for the 5 km DSS has indicated strong
performance in the Pacific [185] and Caribbean [M. Eakin, private communication] during 2013–2015.
The first quantitative analysis for the 5 km DSS [185] confirmed the use of these products to monitor
coral bleaching in the Northern Mariana Islands during 2014. The 5 km DSS is, at present, being used
to guide reef stakeholders to undertake targeted coral surveys; the resulting dataset of observations
will be used for further quantitative comparison with these monitoring products.

The logistics of satellite data transmission are such that in some cases full spatial resolution local
area coverage (LAC) data was available only at local receiving stations and not in the final global
products. An example of an online environmental monitoring program that exploits regional POES SST
data is ReefTemp (http://www.cmar.csiro.au/remotesensing/reeftemp/web/ReefTemp.htm) [186],
a project developed jointly by the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA), the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation Marine Research (CSIRO-MR) and
the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BoM). Building from this, an operationally supported
update, ReefTemp Next Generation (http://www.bom.gov.au/environment/activities/reeftemp/
reeftemp.shtml), is now produced in near real-time by the BoM [187]. ReefTemp is a suite of 2 km
resolution SST-based products for the GBR providing a regional map of bleaching-related thermal
stress, updated each day using an up to 14 day SST composite. A second regional example is from the
University of South Florida’s Institute of Marine Remote Sensing, providing thermal stress monitoring
for the Florida and eastern Gulf of Mexico region (http://imars.marine.usf.edu/crw-dss) [188]. SST
data from POES AVHRR and NASA’s Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) are
used to calculate the CRW HotSpots and DHW metrics twice each week. Note that more-recent
satellites have the ability to store LAC data on-board, allowing the parent and collaborative
organizations to download full resolution global datasets.

In addition to the operational near-real-time satellite observations, retrospective reprocessed
datasets of satellite SST data have been produced and periodically updated, using the benefit
of hindsight to reduce any systematic biases. For example, the NOAA Pathfinder dataset
(http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/sog/pathfinder4km) [189] has permitted an examination of recent global
and regional trends in SST anomalies [190,191] and thermal stress [192,193].

Using global sea surface temperature (SST) forecast models it is possible to extend the near
real-time monitoring algorithms into forecasting. The first NOAA CRW Outlook system was
released in 2008 [194], based on the statistical Linear Inversion Model system, but has had observed
issues in specific reef locations. CRW’s primary forecast system is now the Four-Month Coral
Bleaching Thermal Stress Outlook (http://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov/satellite/bleachingoutlook_cfs/
outlook_cfs.php) [195], which uses the National Centers for Environmental Prediction’s (NCEP)
Climate Forecast System Version 2 (CFSv2). Version 3.0 of this product is available at 0.5˝ ˆ 0.5˝ and
weekly resolution and up to four months into the future, and is based on probabilities derived from
an ensemble model approach. The Australian BoM also produces SST anomaly five-month forecasts
for the Great Barrier Reef based on the POAMA model (http://www.bom.gov.au/oceanography/
oceantemp/GBR_SST.shtml) [196].
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3.2. Solar Radiation

In addition to the important role of temperature in bleaching, light levels have also been implicated
as a causative factor [197,198] and it has been suggested that cloud cover may protect against
bleaching even when SSTs are elevated [199]. Products that estimate solar radiation incident at the
top-of-atmosphere (TOA), such as provided by the Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE)
(http://lasp.colorado.edu/sorce/index.htm), are of use for climate modelling; however, they do not
factor in light attenuation by the atmosphere or clouds. For research and management of coral reefs
the primary remote sensing products of interest are those that provide bottom-of-atmosphere (BOA)
estimations of the light incident onto the water surface. Operational satellite-derived surface solar
radiation products have traditionally been developed for commercial use such as mapping the viability
of solar energy technologies, scheduling power plants via models that forecast power usage and in
some cases modelling the contribution of solar power generation. Other uses have been associated
with skin cancer research and forecasts of UV indices for public use.

Until recently the development of satellite-based solar radiation products for coral reef
applications suffered from low temporal resolution and navigation accuracy issues. Due to cloud
movement it is necessary to have a very high temporal resolution for data to fully characterise daily
light in terms of both peak and time integrated light levels. While instantaneous measurements from
Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellites (POES) such as SeaWIFS and MODIS may be accurate, their
orbits of one or two overpasses each day are inadequate for daily estimates of total solar radiation. In
general, the aforementioned solar radiation products do not claim to deliver time-integrated totals
of surface solar radiation for periods of less than one week. Errors in estimated daily radiation from
satellites have been shown to decrease when multiple measurements are used for each day [200].

Geostationary satellites can provide multiple acquisitions during the day but each satellite can
view only a limited geographic area. Typically, whole-disk or partial-disk observations are provided
every ten minutes to every three hours, depending on the satellite. These data can be combined spatially
and temporally to provide daily estimates at near-global coverage of many aspects of solar insolation.

Most operational satellite-based solar insolation products provide data over the ocean
and coral reefs. The Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) has archived satellite-derived
operational solar radiation products since 1990, transitioning their Global Solar Exposure product
(http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/austmaps/metadata-daily-solar-exposure.shtml) through various
satellite platforms. Unfortunately, this product is designed to cover the land and although it
does provide coverage of near-coast coral reefs, it is not designed for marine use. NOAA has
developed a suite of Geostationary Surface and Insolation Products (GSIP) for the GOES East and
West satellites, available since early 2009. These products have since been expanded to include
MSG and MTSAT starting in March 2014. Development of these products followed a request from
NOAA’s Coral Reef Watch for total daily global surface insolation over coral reefs. The (current)
third version (GSIP-v3) extends the product application to MSG and MTSAT to produce a daily
surface insolation product with spatial resolution of 1/20˝ (~5 km) that provides near-global coverage
(http://www.ospo.noaa.gov/Products/land/gsip/index_v3.html). Hourly and three-hourly data is
processed for the GOES East and West full disk are combined with the hourly data from MTSAT and
half hourly data from MSG full disk domains.

One example of the use of geostationary satellite data to study aspects of surface solar radiation
over coral reefs reported a significant increase in solar radiation on the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) from
1995–2005 [201]. The study found that summer light levels in the (more poleward) southern GBR were
higher than in the north, linked to monsoonal cloud activity. Analysis of solar radiation during the 2002
coral bleaching showed that maximum bleaching was co-located with maximum radiation. NOAA’s
Coral Reef Watch program has developed an experimental Light Stress Damage product for the
Caribbean (http://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov/satellite/lsd/index.php) that combines SST with surface
estimations of photosynthetically available radiation (PAR) from GSIP-v3. This multi-component
metric provides another proxy for bleaching stress that has yet to be fully evaluated. However,
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Barnes et al. [202] recently demonstrated independent associations between satellite estimates of SST,
ultraviolet light and wind to coral bleaching incidence in the Florida Keys, indicating that multi-factor
estimation of bleaching stress will lead to improvements over SST only algorithms.

3.3. Wind

Winds influence the mixing of the upper water layer, not only inflicting mechanical stress in
shallow areas but also influencing the vertical composition of the water column—with consequences
for the light and temperature environment of corals. Hence wind action may exert an influence on
bleaching stress through both factors. When wind speeds drop, reduced mixing may increase the
likelihood of high temperatures and light penetration [199,203–205].

Wind speed and direction can be assessed using both passive and active microwave instruments
on satellites. The roughness of the ocean surface provides a measure of near-surface wind speed that
can be quantified by passive microwave radiometers. On the other hand, radar scatterometers transmit
pulses of energy and measure the backscattered energy as a proxy for wind speed. Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) also uses backscatter to measure wind speed at higher resolution and closer to land than
scatterometers, making them ideally suited for use in coral reef regions [206].

A practical example of remote sensed wind data used in a coral reef monitoring product is
the NOAA Coral Reef Watch experimental Doldrums product (http://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov/
satellite/doldrums_v2/index.php), which uses the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) Blended
Sea Winds Product of ocean surface winds. This data set is interpolated from up to six satellite
observations (SMI F13, SSM/I F14, TMI, QuikSCAT, SSM/I 15, and AMSR-E), it offers higher temporal
resolution than is possible from a single satellite and provides 6 hourly 0.25˝ gridded global fields.
The current Doldrums product identifies regions where average wind speeds have remained below
3 ms´1 and records the persistence (doldrums-days) of such conditions. These conditions could serve
as an additional factor in regions experiencing thermal stress through the reduction of vertical mixing,
evaporative cooling and heat transfer. A potential advance for more accurate prediction of bleaching
events could be to integrate a doldrums product with SST-based algorithms.

Wave exposure, the degree of wave action on an open shore or reef area, drives the distribution
of reef habitats [154], ecological processes such as primary productivity [207], coral growth [208],
disturbance incidence [209], fish assemblage structure [210], and defines the spatial pattern of
anthropogenic influences such as fishing access [155]. Wave exposure is governed by the distance of
open sea over which the wind blows to generate waves, i.e., the fetch, and the strength and incidence of
the winds. Archived scatterometer data such as that from QuikSCAT or the European Remote Sensing
Satellite (ERS-2) can provide the required time series of wind data that, together with a land mask
(see Section 2), can be used to evaluate the wind strength and fetch over a set of incident directions
onto a reef location. A basic map of wave energy can be produced by summing the contributions
from different incident directions modified by bathymetry. The required calculations are given in
Ekebom et al. [211] and, in a coral reef context, Hamylton [212]. For coral reef applications see
Harborne et al. [42] and Chollett and Mumby [154]. For a more comprehensive model a numerical wave
energy simulation such as SWAN can be employed [213], but the set-up is substantially more onerous.

3.4. Ocean Colour

Impacts from land-based pollution and erosion have been long recognized as one of the main
threats for coral reefs at local and regional scales [138]. The synoptic view and high temporal coverage
provided by remote sensing makes it a desirable tool for the assessment of water quality parameters
such as turbidity (e.g., Secchi depth), total suspended solids and chlorophyll concentration on
reefs [214–216] (Figure 6). However, reef areas present several challenges for ocean colour instruments.
Coral reefs are located in relatively shallow waters, mostly near coastal areas where the colour of the
water is determined by a mix of several constituents such as phytoplankton, non-algal particulate
matter, and coloured dissolved organic matter (CDOM). In these optically complex waters, the optical
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properties of the water column are influenced by the non-algal constituents that do not necessarily
co-vary with respect to phytoplankton abundance [217]. The optical signal received by the satellite is a
complex mixture of varying components and this hampers the estimation of in-water constituents.

The signal received by an ocean colour sensor comprises two components: scattered energy from
the atmosphere and energy from the water body, over open ocean conditions only 10%–20% of the
satellite measured signal originates from the water surface [218]. Hence, the removal of atmospheric
effects is crucial to obtaining accurate estimates of water reflectance [219], and this is usually based
on the assumption that reflectance in the near-infra-red (NIR) is zero. However, in coastal waters,
backscatter from non-phytoplankton particulate material can contribute significant amounts to the
NIR reflectance, making the removal of atmospheric effects much more difficult [220]. Additionally, in
shallow reef areas light reflected from the bottom produces an optical signal that changes with the
depth and nature of the seafloor. In these optically shallow waters, the bottom-reflected light influences
the water-leaving radiance signal [130] thereby confounding contemporary ocean colour algorithms
developed for optically deep waters [221,222]. This contribution needs to be removed before the water
constituents can be quantified, adding another level of complexity to the estimation procedure in
these areas [217]. As a result of these complexities, deriving water quality parameters with sufficient
accuracy in coastal waters has remained one of the main challenges in marine remote sensing.
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Figure 6. Long-term (2002–2012) monthly mean photic depth (m) on the central-southern Great Barrier
Reef showing waters most turbid (a) during March and most transparent (b) during September. The
solid black line denotes the 200 m isobath. The large white arrow represents the southward flow of the
East Australian Current, with smaller white arrows showing the directions of oceanic intrusions onto
the shelf. The circular arrows show the location of the Capricorn Eddy (E) that forms in the lee of the
shelf bathymetry [216].

While recent techniques of radiative transfer model inversions have demonstrated the ability to
separate benthic reflectance from water constituents in coral reef environments [127] (see Section 2.6)
these demonstrations have largely focussed on bathymetric retrieval and benthic classification from
high spatial and spectral resolution data, in many cases from airborne sensors. In coral reef applications
there has been relatively little emphasis on derived inherent optical properties (IOP) and water quality
measures such as chlorophyll, suspended particulate matter, and water clarity. Current work to
extend ocean colour applications to coral reef and coastal regions is actively addressing the two
primary challenges of: (i) optically complex and (ii) optically shallow waters [223]. While a range
of ocean colour algorithms have now been developed and proven effective in optically complex
waters [224–226], only a few approaches for optically shallow waters have been published [227,228],
with none of these operational. Most recently, McKinna et al. [223] have developed a quasi-analytical
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ocean colour inversion algorithm, the Shallow Water Inversion Model (SWIM), which explicitly uses
water column depth and benthic albedo datasets to improve IOP retrievals in optically shallow waters.
SWIM has been incorporated into the NASA SeaDAS processing code and is freely available to the
international scientific community (http:// seadas.gsfc.nasa.gov).

Currently, remotely sensed ocean colour data do allow investigation into mesoscale patterns
within a reef province. Low resolution ocean colour data have been used to describe disturbance
events such as algal blooms [31,229], or to assess qualitatively the turbidity patterns in a reef area,
thereby complementing in situ characterisations of water quality [215]. Ocean colour data has also
been used to discriminate the relative causes (resuspension or runoff) of high sedimentation rates in a
reef area [230] and to assess regular connectivity patterns within a reef region [231–235] or unexpected
connectivity patterns following a disturbance event [236]. Detailed sedimentation patterns have also
been assessed using moderate resolution satellite images [230].

Detecting changes to the transparency of the water column is critical for understanding the
responses of benthic organisms to light availability, especially in shallow coral reef ecosystems [237,238].
Coral reefs and seagrass meadows are built by photosynthetic organisms, and are therefore highly
sensitive to changes in the water column that affect the attenuation of light. Hence, water transparency
is considered a key measure of water quality in coral reef systems. Recent progress in remote sensing
applications includes the development of quasi-analytical algorithms for determining the photic depth
(Z%) from observed satellite radiances [239]. Z% is a measure of water attenuation with, for example,
Z1% reflecting the depth where only 1% of the surface irradiance (PAR, photosynthetic available
radiation) remains. The most widely used measure of water transparency in the field is Secchi depth
(ZSD): the depth at which a white disc ceases to be visible by an observer above the surface. Whilst not
a direct measurement of transparency and somewhat imprecise (Secchi depth can vary as much as 20%
due to solar angle) Secchi depth benefits from a long historical record and millions of measurements
worldwide, and recent work has improved the theoretical basis and alignment of Secchi depth with
remote sensing data [240]. In one practical application, Weeks et al. [216] used ~15 years of regional
ZSD data to refine and validate the Lee et al. [239] quasi-analytical algorithm for the waters of the
Great Barrier Reef, Australia. Implementing the newly-developed photic depth product over a decadal
satellite time series, water transparency was shown to vary significantly in time and space, primarily
influenced by river discharge and oceanic intrusions. Subsequent studies have also investigated
current algorithms to derive the multispectral diffuse attenuation coefficient (Kd) from satellite data
to examine the spatial and temporal variability of water clarity in coral reef ecosystems [227,241,242].
The current consensus is that satellite data from moderate resolution sensors such MODIS, and more
recently VIIRS (Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite, on NOAA’s next generation Joint Polar
Satellite System [243–245]), provide much improved estimates of water clarity conditions in coral reefs,
due to the robust, frequent and synoptic coverage. Their use can be recommended as a component
of routine monitoring of water quality in shelf and coral reef waters. Nevertheless the primary issue
remains that the individual pixels of these sensors are at scales of 100s of metres to kilometres; limiting
what can be achieved in spatially heterogeneous areas.

New sensors with improved capabilities (more and narrower spectral bands) will aid atmospheric
correction and bio-optical applications. Additionally, application of current algorithms (e.g., SWIM) to
recent sensors with higher spectral resolutions such as the Hyperspectral Imager for the Coastal Ocean
(HICO, now no longer operational), or those being prepared or planned for launch such as the Ocean
and Land Color Instrument (OLCI) aboard ESA’s Sentinel-3 mission, and the Ocean Color Imager
(OCI) aboard NASA’s Pre-Aerosol, Clouds and ocean Ecosystem mission (PACE) [246] will further
advance the use of ocean colour data as a valuable resource for coral reef science and management.
Acker [247] provides an excellent and comprehensive history of NASA’s ocean colour missions from
1971 to 2014—primarily CZCS and SeaWiFS—which is recommended for those interested in this
colourful 4½ decade oceanographic evolution.
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3.5. Carbonate Chemistry and Ocean Acidification

Dissolved carbon dioxide (CO2) in the ocean surface layer will likely double over its pre-industrial
value by the middle of this century, representing perhaps the most dramatic change in ocean chemistry
in over 20 million years [248]. Many experiments now demonstrate that ocean acidification may have
important consequences for shallow tropical coral reefs which are comprised primarily of calcium
carbonate (CaCO3) [249–253]. Several studies have demonstrated declines in coral calcification rates
across the Great Barrier Reef [254,255] and Arabian Gulf [256] consistent with the expectations of ocean
acidification. It has been suggested that reduction in calcification rates may bring about significant
changes to coral reef community structure [257–259]. Increased susceptibility to coral bleaching and
decreases in productivity has also been demonstrated [260]. Climate projections suggest that all reefs
will experience 5% declines in calcification by the mid-2030s if current levels of fossil fuel emissions
continue [261]. Tracking the rate and evolution of ocean acidification in regions of prominent coral reef
development is an important aspect to better characterising the threat posed to marine ecosystems.

Ocean chemistry data is typically collected by extensive geochemical cruise surveys [262] and
no remote sensing tool is capable of quantifying the components of the carbonic acid system such
as the carbon dioxide partial pressure, pH or carbonate saturation state. However, these complex
parameters have been quantified using a mixture of remotely sensed data (e.g., sea surface temperature
and sea level pressure), in situ, and modelled environmental parameters linked together through
empirical relationships [263]. Satellites supplement in situ data by providing relevant synoptic
datasets that can be used to infer changes in ocean chemistry. A practical example is the NOAA
Coral Reef Watch experimental Ocean Acidification Product Suite for the Greater Caribbean Region
(http://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov/satellite/oa/index.php) that was produced up until 2012. The CRW
Ocean Acidification product offered near-real-time estimates of sea surface carbonate chemistry across
the Caribbean region, intending to compliment shipboard observations by providing estimates of
ocean chemistry on a broader spatial and temporal scale. The underlying model related changes in
CO2 gas solubility to differences between CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere and that of the sea
surface. Gas solubility can be derived as a function of temperature and salinity where temperature
imparts the dominant control. The product used satellite derived SST, modeled sea surface salinity,
satellite data assimilated sea-level pressure, and estimates of atmospheric CO2 from flask sample
data. The estimated changes in surface ocean chemistry in the Caribbean region since late 1988 to
2009 represent approximately a 3% decline in aragonite saturation state per decade [263]. This ocean
acidification product suite has been updated and is now maintained by NOAA’s Acidification, Climate,
and Coral Reef Ecosystems Team (ACCRETE) (http://www.coral.noaa.gov/accrete/oaps.html) using
satellite data and a data-assimilative hybrid model to map the components of the carbonate system of
surface water (Figure 7).
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4. From Remote Sensing to Ecosystem Processes, Parameters and Services

The previous sections have focused on individual remote sensing products while illustrating
a few examples of how multiple data sources can be combined, for example to estimate carbonate
chemistry. However, the concepts relevant to management and stakeholders are typically a level above
those that can be directly measured, such as ecological processes, ecosystem services, biodiversity,
or environmental threat. This final section gives examples of how remote sensed products can be
post-processed and combined to give this kind of information, which in remote sensing is often referred
to as “Level 4” data: “modelled output or variables derived from multiple measurements” [264].
These kinds of outputs are increasingly required to make remote sensing useful in communicating to
stakeholders and policy makers.

4.1. Mapping Biodiversity

Maps derived from remotely sensed imagery provide information on the location, areal extent,
and nature of habitat patches within a seascape, but they also provide an opportunity to use habitats as
a surrogate of other variables of interest within the ecosystem. For example, if some habitats support
diverse fish communities and others have more depauperate communities, then a habitat map can be
translated into a coarse map of biodiversity.

When considering the efficacy of habitats as surrogates of other variables, there are two critical
questions: (1) does the variable of interest vary systematically and consistently among habitats?
and (2) how much variation is there within each habitat? The use of habitats as surrogates of
biodiversity has a long history in terrestrial ecosystems [265], and is increasingly being used for
corals reefs. This is exemplified by recommendations to include every habitat type within networks
of marine reserves in order to maximise the chances of including every species [266]. Benthic
and fish communities clearly vary among both geomorphological zones and habitat types on reefs
(e.g., [267]), but there are surprisingly few studies explicitly addressing the use of maps from remotely
sensed imagery as surrogates of biodiversity [268]. In Panama, Andréfouët and Guzman [269]
mapped geomorphological zones with Landsat and demonstrated a weak positive correlation between
benthic diversity and the number of geomorphological zones in an area, and suggested habitats
would be a better surrogate. The study only investigated the number of each species in each zone,
rather than analysing multivariate community characteristics, but the results are similar to those of
Lindsay et al. [270] who demonstrated that habitats were more effective surrogates for fishes when
they were defined at higher resolutions. Dalleau et al. [271] extend this finding to corals and algae, but
not commercial invertebrates. Furthermore, data from The Bahamas highlights which combinations
of habitats routinely discernible with IKONOS are required to represent 95% or 100% of benthic or
fish species in a seascape [272]. Detailed habitat maps using CASI have also been used to generate
two-dimensional maps of beta diversity (species turnover among habitats) in order to study the
environmental factors controlling this important facet of biodiversity [42]. Knudby et al. [273] used a
statistical relationship between geomorphic zonation and benthic composition derived from satellite
imagery, and field data to determine fish species richness and biomass, demonstrating how satellite
imagery can form important input in biodiversity studies (Figure 8).

Rather than simply attempting to use habitat types as surrogates of reef communities, data
from habitat maps can be combined with other variables to improve estimates of the abundances of
organisms present in any given habitat patch. There is a growing literature on this type of predictive
modelling, particularly for reef fishes [274]. For example, in the Caribbean Pittman et al. [275] combined
a range of modelling techniques, remotely sensed data, and field observations to demonstrate that fish
species richness can be predicted reasonably accurately by bathymetric variance and habitat rugosity.
Similarly, in the Indian Ocean, metrics of habitat diversity and bathymetric complexity have been
correlated with the species richness and abundance of several guilds and size groupings of fishes [111].
Using a wider range of predictor variables, the approach has also been used to build predictive models
for a large array of individual Indo-Pacific fish species [276]. Mellin et al. [73] provide a further example
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for spatial predictions of juvenile fish species richness and abundance, and other studies undertake a
similar approach for larger fishes [277]. The approach can also be used for invertebrates. For example,
nurseries of the queen conch (Lobatus gigas) occur within seagrass beds, but only in areas with high
larval settlement rates, high macroalgal productivity, and low rates of mortality from predation [278].
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Figure 8. Example of remote sensing based habitat maps used to assist in further assessment of the
biodiversity and marine protected area management, Kubulau, Vanu Levu, Fiji. Habitat maps derived
from remote sensing imagery: (a) Reef type; (b) geomorphic zone; (c) benthic community; (d) fish
biomass based on field data and habitat maps [273], (e) selection frequency for marine park planning
targets [65].

By incorporating additional variables, these studies address the important issue of intra-habitat
variability when considering habitats as surrogates of species biodiversity. For example, habitat A
found in various patches across a habitat map might be found in different exposure regimes or at
different depths and, therefore, each patch may not contain the same benthic or fish communities. The
potential for intra-habitat variation in fish communities was demonstrated in The Bahamas, where
little significant intra-habitat variability was found among reefs on the same island, but significant
inter-island variation occurred in the majority of habitat types [279]. This variation, driven by higher
habitat heterogeneity, was highest for the most species rich habitats, and translated into significant
variations in fish functional groups and the important ecosystem process of grazing by parrotfishes.

Finally, remotely sensed habitat maps can be used to identify ecotones between habitats that are
important features of terrestrial landscapes [280], but have received only scant attention in marine
ecosystems (e.g., [281]).

4.2. Mapping Environments

Maps of environmental variables derived from remote sensing can be used to classify a marine
region according to its physical environment, in the same way that air temperature, rainfall and soil
type are commonly used to define areas in land. Temperature and wave energy, for example, are some
of the variables that can be measured through satellites and heavily influence pattern and process
in marine systems. These factors not only determine the global distribution of reefs [282], but the
distribution of reef habitats e.g., [154], reef biodiversity e.g., [42], reef processes e.g., [283], and the
impact of disturbance and the recovery of reef ecosystems e.g., [209].
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Some studies have used synoptic information derived from remote sensing to map marine
environments [284,285], providing categorizations with a larger level of detail and homogeneous
quality when compared to similar studies that have used expert opinion or in situ databases as inputs
e.g., [286]. These studies have used variables such as sea temperature, ocean colour (either a proxy
for turbidity or productivity), salinity and currents to define environments both in coastal and open
ocean regions.

Information on environments provides an objective framework in which to plan, analyze, and
interpret research and/or conservation efforts [284]. In fact, maps of physical environments for
Sunda Banda in the Coral Triangle [285] were produced specifically to guide conservation by the
World Wide Fund for Nature in the area. The maps can help interpreting research on patterns and
function of reef systems. Within the management realm, they can aid assessing the transferability of
management approaches and setting realistic expectations for management outcomes, given that
areas that belong to similar environments are more likely to respond similarly to management
interventions. Additionally, maps of physical environments can help stratifying surveys and facilitating
a cost-effective, comprehensive appraisal of a region. In a similar way, the maps could also help
stratifying areas for protection to ensure building ecologically representative reserve networks [284].

4.3. Mapping Ecosystem Processes and Services

Habitat maps generated from remotely sensed data are clearly useful as a data layer for
understanding patterns of biodiversity and then extrapolating these patterns across entire seascapes.
However, merging information on habitats and environments from remote sensing can also be used
to map ecosystem processes and services. Habitat maps represent just a snapshot of the state of the
system that is generated and maintained by ecological processes, and therefore some researchers
argue that processes, but not state, should serve as the basis for conservation activities directed to
preserve ecosystems [287]. Additionally, remote sensing has been used to map ecosystem services
supplies and demands, bridging the gap between conservationists and resource users in promoting
sustainability [288,289]. For example, maps of habitats, wave exposure and hurricane return times
have been used to map the value of coastal protection in Belize [290].

Although Mumby et al. [272] focused on whether patterns of species diversity were effective
surrogates for ecosystem processes and services, and vice versa, this work also demonstrated that each
process or service varied considerably among habitat types. Therefore, any of the process or service
values could be used to parameterise the conversion of a habitat map to a map of, say, macroalgal
grazing pressure, vulnerability to hurricane damage, or fisheries value by replacing the habitat label
with an indication of whether that process or service is absent or of low, medium, or high importance
in that habitat. Indeed, the derived maps of ecosystem processes could be more quantitative by using
actual values rather than ordinal scores (see Harborne et al. [291] for a detailed review of the functional
value of different Caribbean habitats to a range of ecosystem processes).

These derived maps have a range of potential uses [291], but to date have rarely been utilised
in reef research. Recently Arkema et al. [290] used habitat maps and associated ecosystem services
for coastal planning in Belize. In Florida, Brock et al. [292] combined various types of imagery with
community metabolic rates to investigate large-scale patterns of calcification and primary productivity
in a back reef area. Habitat maps have also been used to scale-up carbonate production by fishes in
aquaria to estimate total carbonate production across the entire Bahamas [293]. However, perhaps the
most exciting applications will come from combining multiple data layers. For example, predictive
models of parrotfish densities (and hence grazing pressure), primary productivity, and coral cover
have been combined with likely patterns of disturbance (e.g., from hurricanes and bleaching events)
and models to map resilience and give insights into the probability of a reef heading on a trajectory
towards domination either by coral or by macroalgae [294]. This approach may become increasingly
useful for addressing a range of ecological and conservation questions.
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4.4. Mapping Environmental Threats

Remote sensing can be used to quantify spatial variation in stressors acting upon coral reefs.
Numerous studies have used remote sensing derived layers (such as habitat and land use maps,
topography and environmental parameters) as input together with in situ or modeled data to provide a
spatially detailed assessment of the threats to the world’s coral reefs and cumulative indices indicating
overall threats and impacts e.g., [6,295]. While Burke et al. [6] focused on mapping the threats per se,
Halpern et al. [295] estimated ecosystem-specific impacts produced by the threats, using a combination
of in situ and remotely sensed data. The reliance of these assessments on in situ data, which is frequently
unequally sampled and of variable quality in space, is a barrier that limits the use of these products and
the inferences that can be drown from them at local scales. Therefore the motivation to develop new
methods and increase the use of remote sensing technology to answer large-scale questions remains.

More recently much work has been undertaken to map the specific threats of climate change.
For example, rising sea temperatures cause mass coral bleaching and threaten reefs worldwide and
maps of variations in thermal stress across the seascape can be used to help manage reefs for climate
change. One application of this data is that of marine reserves, which can be targeted to areas of the
most benign physical stress to minimise stress overall.

Spatially explicit information on thermal stress from satellite measurements has been used to
design networks of reserves to promote the persistence of reefs against bleaching [296–300]. Broadly,
the methods differ in the type of data used as input (satellite or modelled), their temporal coverage
(one thermal event or multiple ones) and the type of areas targeted for protection (Figure 9). The
largest difference among methods resides in the rationale behind which areas to prioritize. While
initial research suggested protecting only refugia or areas that have been least impacted by thermal
stress [296,297,300,301], more recent research also prioritizes areas of potentially high coral acclimation
and adaptation, which could have a vital role increasing the survival of corals [298,299]. Different
variables have been used as proxies for coral acclimation, such as higher summer temperatures [298]
or the rate of seasonal warming from spring to summer [299], reflecting increasing knowledge on the
role of thermal stress in coral acclimation to bleaching. The integration of additional considerations
including the spatial distribution of reef sites, current levels of reef health and biodiversity, population
connectivity and socio-economic constraints requires a more complex approach to reserve-design
using site-selection algorithms such as Marxan [296,298].

5. Summary and Conclusions

With respect to measuring “reef health” the current status of satellite remote sensing is that it can
be used to assess the environment of the reefs and map the location of reef habitats and communities
but not to measure the health of the system directly. While airborne hyperspectral sensors have been
used to distinguish the levels of coral mortality in isolated studies, it is presently unknown whether
future satellite hyperspectral sensors would offer such discriminating power and the applicability
to reefs in general. Satellite monitoring of sea surface temperature is very effective at predicting
where and when coral bleaching events will take place and recent developments indicate that these
predictions can be improved by considering other factors such as light levels. Bleaching predictions
from remotely sensed data are already used routinely by many coral reef management agencies.
However, what is less certain, at present, is how best to predict the outcome of such events; i.e., the
extent to which the corals recover or die. This is a more serious management problem and solving it
will require further research.
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object-orientated classification, bathymetry from radiative transfer model inversion and new 
methods for determining optical properties of the water in shallow coastal areas. However fundamental 
limitations exist inherently in what can be deduced by optical remote sensing of complex multi-
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context. Contrasts in terms of the source of the data used (blue ring), the temporal coverage of the
analyses (green ring) and the type of areas targeted for protection (red ring) (source [299], references
cited clockwise starting at Mumby et al., 2011 are [296–300]).

On a purely technological level, capability for remote sensing of coral reefs continues to
advance in line with sensor technology. The main advances in the last five years have been
in terms of spatial resolution: habitat mapping and bathymetry now benefits from a variety of
sub 2-m pixel multispectral satellite data sources, and SST products such as NOAA’s Coral Reef
Watch products have been upgraded from 50 km to 5 km resolution. Conversely, the benefits of
hyperspectral data for reef mapping, although much discussed in the literature, have yet to be realised
through satellite applications—primarily because the recent technology drive has been for high
spatial resolution multispectral data. Algorithm development also continues to improve capability,
examples being object-orientated classification, bathymetry from radiative transfer model inversion
and new methods for determining optical properties of the water in shallow coastal areas. However
fundamental limitations exist inherently in what can be deduced by optical remote sensing of complex
multi-parameter systems; hence the introduction of uncertainty propagation into algorithms is an
increasingly important aspect for future algorithm development. When the fundamental limitations
are reached, it is important to quantify and make transparent those limitations directly in the delivered
products, to build rather than undermine user confidence.

While incremental improvements due to technology and algorithms are to be expected, the real
scope for substantial advances is in combining of multiple data sources from remote sensing, field
data and modelling. Various studies have combined remote sensing habitat maps, environmental
data and models toward ecological characterisation and MPA design; the challenge is to turn these
proof-of concept studies into operational approaches that can be routinely applied. In this context
remote sensing is a complementary approach; it does not aim to replace in situ surveys but provides
a different kind of information that is required for some applications. To improve uptake of remote
sensing data for coral reef management it is necessary first to show that data sources in combination
can contribute more than the sum of the parts, but also to develop the infrastructure that make this
data synthesis straightforward and repeatable.
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